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The 1 1/2 over/under bet, also known as the 1.5 left bet, is a type of betting bet that often appears in
important matches. The special thing is that it often occurs in tournaments such as Euro, World Cup, or
even at the national level such as Nigeria, Algeria, Argentina. Usually, the average goal ratio of these
tournaments is at least 2 goals. 
While there are many matches with over/under odds of 1.5, there are rarely any matches where both
teams score 1.5 goals. Compared to other types of bets, the bet bookmaker over/under 1.5 bet does not
have the case of winning or losing half the amount, only winning all or losing all, similar to the over/under
bets 2.5 and 3.5. 
https://lh7-us.googleusercontent.com/V3cnahxJEAsmY7fJDUWle_BapcXAEEcjLTVO3HaLb9TYmzG-iw
N1oLMlBtkxUQ8iALgg1E_o-_OVN2gEiLlOXs8sIBJuTKL8sChlxJcQIz7xt6kVCUoo_SB14P2gdPy4r5wko
WFNcPCzY1cHpqTHwMI 
When participating in 1 1/2 over/under bets, players will face different scaenarios that can cause them to
win or lose. To understand better, consider the following cases: 
Win case: The match ends with the total number of goals greater than or equal to 2 goals. 
In case of loss: The match ends with the total number of goals less than or equal to 1 goal. 
In addition, the article also shares some effective experiences in betting on over/under 1 1/2 left.
Carefully researching information about the two teams, consulting reputable betting tips, and applying
bet management strategies are important factors to help players achieve positive results. 
Finally, the article provides some strategies for playing Over/Under 1 1/2, including betting by cycle, by
risk level, and using the Martingale system. However, it is also emphasized that avoiding common
mistakes such as betting too much money, not paying attention to your opponents, and not knowing
when to stop is important to ensure success in this game. 
The article ends by highlighting the benefits of playing Sic Bo 1 1/2, including entertainment, making
money, and developing budget management skills. Finally, frequently asked questions about Sic Bo 1
1/2 are answered to provide clarity and comfort to players. 
Over/Under 1 1/2 is a form of betting in the football world, and it attracts the attention of many players
because of its high winning rate and ease of play. In this article, we will learn about what the Over/Under
1 1/2 bet is and how to take this bet in detail. 
The Over/Under 1 1/2 bet, also known as the 1.5 bet in the betting world, often appears in important
matches such as the Euro, World Cup, or at the national level. Statistics show that tournaments like
Nigeria, Algeria, Argentina have an average of at least 2 goals per match. 
When participating in Over/Under 1 1/2 bets, players will not encounter the situation of winning or losing
half the amount like other bets. Instead, they will win or lose the entire bet amount. 
Win: When the total number of goals in the match is greater than or equal to 2. 
Loss: When the total number of goals in the match is less than or equal to 1. 
In case of betting Under 1 1/2: 
Win: When the free bookmaker bet total number of goals in the match is less than or equal to 1. 
Loss: When the total number of goals in the match is greater than or equal to 2. 
To bet on Over/Under 1 1/2 correctly, you need to carefully review information about the two teams, their
meeting history, competition tactics, and the players' physical form. If a team has a strong attacking style
of play, you can choose Over. 
To avoid risks, you can choose Under if the two teams' meeting history has few goals. At the same time,
financial management is also an indispensable factor when participating in this bet. 
Finally, applying reasonable betting strategies and avoiding common mistakes will help you make the
most of your chances of winning in Over/Under 1 1/2 bets. 
Over/under 1 1/2, also known as 1.5 left in the field of football betting, is a popular choice, especially in
important matches, from international tournaments like Euro and World Cup to national leagues such as
Nigeria, Algeria, and Argentina. Any match with this bet is usually a highly decisive match. 
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Normally, the over/under bet 1 1/2 is understood as predicting that the total number of goals in the match
will be greater than or equal to 2. For players, this is an opportunity to bet with high odds, and also
brings excitement when watching the match. 
If we consider the history of national tournaments, the average number of goals in each tournament is
about 2 goals. However, this bet rarely appears in a match, and when participating, the player will only
have two results: win or lose, there is no case of drawing half the amount like over/under 2.5 or 3.5 bets. 
To better understand how to participate in 1 1/2 over/under betting, players need to know how to
determine winning or losing results. In case of over, if the total number of goals is 2 or more, the player
wins; In case of under, if the total number of goals is 1 goal or there are no goals, the player will win. 
Experience in participating in 1 1/2 over/under bets includes predicting odds, researching team
information, and applying strategies such as betting according to cycles, according to risk level, or using
the Martingale system. . 
However, to avoid common mistakes such as betting too much money, not paying attention to
opponents, and not knowing how to stop when you have an advantage, players need to have budget
management skills and appropriate playing strategies. Physical. 
Playing 1 1/2 over/under not only brings entertainment but can also earn income if the player has the
nba betting site philippines right and effective strategy. However, choosing a reputable house is
important to ensure fairness and safety in the game.
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